EXPLORING TECHNOLOGY 1
“I CAN” Statements

I CAN... measure in metric and standard using a ruler and a tape measure.
I CAN... sketch an object neatly.
I CAN... draw the orthographic views of an object.
I CAN... draw an isometric view of an object.
I CAN... interpret orthographic and isometric drawings.
I CAN... create a materials list for a project.
I CAN... list 10 careers related to technology.
I CAN... explain how medical technologies affect our society.
I CAN... demonstrate how to make a survival bracelet.
I CAN... explain how agriculture technologies affect our society.
I CAN... explain how a GPS works.
I CAN... demonstrate how to use a GPS.
I CAN... explain how energy and power technologies affect our society.
I CAN... demonstrate how to build a solar car.
I CAN... list 20 different ways we communicate.
I CAN... demonstrate how to use a digital camera.
I CAN... make a small movie and edit it.